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Abstract 

The  degree  to  which  varieties  of  English  emerging  from  multilingual
settings and users in societies like Nigeria, Singapore and India exhibit
peculiarities  distinguishing  them  from  those  established varieties of
British and American English has been shown to differ from one variety to
another (Platt, Weber and Ho 1984, and Gorlach, 1999).Combining corpus-
linguistic  methods  on  data  drawn  from  Nigerian  component  of  the
International Corpus of English (ICE), this paper investigates the extent
to which structural simplification hypothesis is manifested in the
Nigerian  English  determiner  system, and  how  variables  of  proficiency
levels,  text  types,  register,  and  determiner  form  influence  frequency
distribution  of  structural  types  found. Applying  a  revised  principle  of
accountability (Labov, 1972; Tagliamonte, 2012), together with relevant
concepts in New Englishes and test statistics on extracted 105, 262 noun
phrases, we showed that structure of  determination in Nigerian noun
phrase follows a specific one-word pattern (97%), irrespective of
proficiency levels, text types, register, and determiner form initiating the
determination  process.  Simultaneously,  two  or  three-word  pattern  is
found  to  be  almost  non-existent  (3%),  given  same  variables  above. It
follows that one-word ordering pattern develops from scenario of overuse
of definite article at the expense of demonstratives and quantifiers. Given
such strong preferential pattern irrespective of factors tested, we can then
conclude that cognitive processes engaged with  construction  of
determination  in  Nigerian  English  strongly  reflect  influences  of  cross
linguistic  performance  transferred  from  local  languages  operating
syntactically unique determiner system from that of English. 
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1. Introduction

New  Englishes,  which  refer  to  varieties  of  English  emerging  from
multilingual settings like Nigeria, Singapore and India, have been shown
exhibiting structural peculiarities that mark them off from established
varieties  like  British  and  American  English  (Gorlach,  1999).  Such
peculiarities include simplification of structure, and irregular marking of
number  agreement,  among  other  features  widely  reported  in  the
literature  (Foley  1988,  Bamgbose  ,1982;  Mesthrie  &  Bhatt,  2008).
Specifically,  structural  simplification  has  been  shown  arising  from
omission, underuse, and overuse of certain determiners, scenarios which
are linked to whether language output is written or spoken (Platt, Weber
and Ho, 1984, Babalola, 2010).Substantial amount of research has been
dedicated  to  this  field,  revealing  varying  degree  of  exhibition  and
inhibition of different specific or shared features. However, considerably
little empirical evidence manifesting peculiarities in Nigerian variety has
been  provided  in  the  main  literature,  such  that  comparison  with
peculiarities provided in similar varieties could not be readily
undertaken.

By combining corpus-linguistic methods on natural language drawn
from Nigerian component of the International Corpus of English (ICE),
the present paper examines the extent to which simplification is attested
in  the  structure of  Nigerian determiner  system, and how variables  of
proficiency,  register,  and  determiner  form  influence  distribution  of
structural patterns found. Given its sociohistorical status (Kachru, 1983),
we expected more structural variability representative of Outer English
and not of Expanding English. Thus, we expected proficiency, as reflected
in  the  expected  language  output  of  the  annotated  corpora  texts,  to
influence distribution  of structural patterns, irrespective of whether
output is in spoken or written. More specifically, we expected advanced
texts,  when  compared  to  basic  texts,  to  manifest  higher  structural
variability and complexity. Given Schmied’s (1991) hypothesis of African
Englishes as underusing definite article, we then expected definite article
not  only  to  be  underused  but  also  that  demonstratives,  which are
alternatives in achieving definiteness, will compensate for this.
Following 

Platt, Weber and Ho 1984, we expected influence of register in that
quantifiers like ‘a few’, ‘a little’, ‘a many’, ‘a bit’, and ‘a number’ reducing
their structural complexity by dropping indefinite article more in spoken 
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than in written texts. Overall, we predicted these different expectations
to shed some light on the scenarios underlying structural pattern of the
Nigerian English determiner system.

Structures in One hundred and five thousand, six hundred and
twenty-six (105, 626) noun phrases  were annotated into one, two,
three, or four-word ordering. Determiner categories including
indefinite  and  definite  article,  interrogative,  demonstratives,  and
quantifiers,  which  are  expected  to  show  some  relative  structural
variability  and  complexity,  were  tested.  Details  about  excluded  and
included determiners are provided in method section. Applying a revised
principle  of  accountability  (Labov, 1972;  Tagliamonte. 2012), together
with relevant concepts in sociolinguistics and test statistics on frequency
distribution  scores,  different  scenarios  characterising  Nigerian
determiner  system  are  shown.  Surprisingly,  we  found  a  rather
oversimplified  one-worded  determiner  structural  pattern  arising  from
overuse  of  definite  article.  Given that definite article is central
determiner capable of combining with another determiner such  as
cardinals and some quantifiers, we such syntactic positioning to develop
into use of multiple determiners. Also, the one-word ordering pattern is
found to be unaffected by register. This above scenario simultaneously
reveals underuse of demonstrative. It is found that definiteness, which
could  be  performed  by  demonstratives  (or  even  some  quantifier),  is
extremely  more likely to be performed with definite article  than with
demonstrative,  thereby  reducing  function  of  demonstratives and
guaranteeing low frequency.

 2.   Structural features of New Englishes 
Walsh (1967), cited in Ogu (1992) & Ajani (2007), was the first to identify
and  acknowledge the  emergence  of  peculiarities  in  the  form  and
functions of English among the Lagos educated elite, especially those
returning after university education in England. Since correlation exists
between  advanced  education,  and  competence/performance,  Walsh
therefore  expected  inhibition  of  interference, and exhibition of
constructions representative of British English. Walsh, according to Ogu,
noted that “the varieties of  English spoken by educated Nigerians, no
matter what their language, have enough features in common to mark off
a  general  type,  which  may  be  called  Nigerian  English”.  Walsh’s
observation shows stronger influence of cross-linguistic interference 
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than  proficiency,  which  may  also  be  reflected  in  our  data.  Walsh’s
observation  of  peculiarities  may have been limited to the educated
variety. However, the following diagram shows the extent to which such
peculiarities have grown from the peculiar linguistic repertoire of
Nigerian English users, which cuts across different levels of education,
and social status.

 
Figure 1 showing linguistic repertoire of Nigerian English speakers

Following  Platt  et  al  (1984),  New  Englishes  constitute  a  body  of
(socio) linguistic peculiarities that clearly mark them off from the ‘Old’
and established ones. Supporting the idea of ‘newness’,  Platt  et  al
provided, among other features, evidence of nonstandard pluralisation,
usage of non- count nouns as countable, and preference of demonstrative
to  definite  article  in  expressing  definiteness as a sub-system
characterising form and functions in Singaporean, Nigerian, and the
Philippine Englishes. (1), (2), and (3) are such instances of irregular
pluralisation (cf. Platt, Weber and Ho 1984: 50-70):

1. All our rices we have to import (Hong Kong);
2. I lost all my furnitures and valuable properties (Nigeria);
3. He has many luggages (the Philippines)
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According to Platt et al, the use of definite article within the noun
phrase structure is likely to be used not only in the traditional sense of
definiteness versus indefiniteness, but also in the sense of known versus
unknown, which, often results into overuse of the definite determiner
form. Lamidi  (2007)  also  showed  that  similar  feature  is  present  in
Nigerian  English.  Furthermore,  Platt  et  al  rightly argue that such
disparity arises from influences of local languages, which operate
different  definiteness and specificity systems, from that of British
English. Platt et al also argued that some of these local languages lack
explicit  definite  article  system,  thereby  leaving  the  users  with  what
Bamgbose (1999) descried as creative innovations and inventions. In (4),
Platt et al provided instance of when demonstrative rather than definite
article is applied to achieve definiteness. 

4. This handbag you wanted to buy the other day. Buy already or 
not? (Platt, Weber and Ho 1984: 57).

Additionally, Platt et al reported that pre-determiners such as a few,
a little, a lot, a bit, a lot of, a number, a couple, are more likely to be split,
resulting  into  the  indefinite  article  being  omitted. Such  deletion  has
significant  implication for  the  structure  and interpretation of  the NP,
Platt  et  al  argued  further.  Similarly,  Lamidi  also  reported  that  such
feature of article deletion is attested in the structure of Nigerian noun
phrase. Perhaps such structural deletion might have influenced the
simple structural pattern found in the present study. In (5-7), Platt et al
showed instances with which indefinite articles are deleted.

5. I applied couple of places in Australia (Indian English);

6. I did bit shopping.

7. He got little bit of knowledge about 
acupuncture (Malaysian English) (Platt, Weber 
and Ho 1984: 60)

Furthermore, Lamidi (2007, p. 3) reported another peculiar construct
found in the Nigerian noun phrase, which is a structural combination of
two determiners that belong to the same category. In British  English,
determiners belonging to same category rarely combined to perform same
function, but such syntactic structure is a recurrent feature in Nigerian
noun phrase. In (8) and (9), such feature is attested.
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8 I like this your shirt.

9 That my brother does not take nonsense

Following British Standard English, one would expect a syntactic
restructure of the demonstrative this and possessive determiner your to
be combined with of, which will then read: ‘I like this shirt of yours’ or
‘that brother of mine’. As Lamidi noted, such pattern is frequently the
preferential order in Nigerian English. Lamidi argued that the resultant
pattern is evident of structural influences from the various indigenous
languages in Nigeria. Specifically, (9) can be traced to Yoruba language,
which usually combine two forms of definite determiner. As found in
Asian samples by Platt et al, Lamidi also reported recurrent pattern in
the use of semantically empty definite, as (10) and (11) show.

10 I am going to the  mosque 
11 11 He went to the bank

In (10) and (11), the definite article suggests that the speaker and the
hearer  share  the knowledge  of the mosque and bank being referred,
which is not the case in these constructions. Lamidi rightly stated that
both  the  speaker  and  hearer  understand  that  no  specific,  known, or
definite mosque or bank is being referred or identified. Rather it refers to
any (indefiniteness, unspecified, unknown) mosque or bank in the real
world.

Although  Lamidi  provided  some  evidence  exhibiting  structural
peculiarities of Nigerian noun phrase, the present study is still different
from Lamidi in many ways. Rather than focusing on entire noun phrase
with  small  evidence  combined  from  literary,  edited,  and  natural
language, the  present study relies mainly on new empirical evidence
from wider domains, showing frequency of structural pattern and how
different variables contribute to the patterns found. Also, the structure of
Nigerian  noun  phrase  could  not  be  said  to  be  its  structure  of
determination, which the present study shed lights on. Additionally, the
present study does not only describe one or two constructions as reliable
evidence  but  also  provided  quantification  of  sufficient  evidence  that
reliably show frequency of occurrence and impact that variables play.
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3. METHOD

Data  were  drawn  from  the  1.1  million  word-length  of  Nigerian
component of the International Corpus of English (ICE) which is divided
into spoken (400 words of 15 subcategories) and written (609, 586 words
of 17 subcategories), with the written texts already Penn Tree POS 

tagged. The spoken texts were then POS tagged using tagger built on the
Penn  Tree  guidelines  to  ensure  uniformity  in  extraction  results.  C7
tagger had been compared but rejected because of its elaboration that
made it too different from Penn Tree. The 32 texts were then subjected to
text processing by extracting forms of determiners used for the study.
The three tagsets DT, WDT, and PDT, as listed in ICE manual note, were
used for extraction. According to the manual note, DT, means determiner,
and  includes  determination  initiated  by  formal  categories  such  as
definite  and  article,  demonstratives,  and  quantifiers. Similarly, WDT
implies Wh-determiner and includes wh-determiners such as ‘which’,
‘that’, and ‘when’, while PDT refers to predeterminer, and includes
instances when determiners such as  ‘all’, ‘both’, ‘half’, ‘many’, ‘quite’,
‘rather’, ‘such’ precede another determiner in the form  of indefinite
article or possessive. Full detail of what is and not included in these three
tagsets are  provided  in  Santorini  (1990, 1991). Furthermore, cardinals
(e.g. one, two), and possessive (his, her) which are not extracted using the
above three tagsets provided by Penn Tree, are excluded, but not when
combined as second or third determiner with those identified above. This
implies that noun phrase which is preceded by a cardinal like ‘two’; asin
‘two men’ is excluded but not when cardinal is preceding definite article;
as  in  “the  two  men’’.  We  have  individually  extracted  cardinal and
possessive to check whether their inclusion would significantly affect
results, but no  such  effect  was  found.  While  cardinals  are  a  post
determiner  likely  to  be  combined  with  others, possessives  are central
determiner much likely to be used alone. Therefore, their exclusion is
insignificant. AntConc, version 3.4.3, (Anthony 2014) was used for the
extraction,  a  guide  of  which  is  available  on
(http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/antconc_index.html  ). AntConc  is  a
freeware corpus analysis toolkit for concordance and text analysis.

4. INITIAL ANALYSES

Following the above procedures, 112, 678 determined noun phrase1 were
found and extracted. The  extracted  structures  were  then  cleaned,
resulting 
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into 105, 626NPs, which were annotated as having one, two, three, or four
worded determiner structure. One-word is coded as 1DT, two-word 2DT,
and three word 3DT. No four-word construction is found. Recall that PDT
category is a combination of at least two determiners, therefore they are
split  and  annotated  accordingly.  We  decided  to  follow  this  method
because PDT excludes use  of  multiple determiner  not  started with  all,
half, many, quite, rather, and such. Furthermore, in order to provide 
insight  into  preferential  scenario  characterising  the  system,  each
determiner is then classified into their categories as DD (definite article;
the), DI (Indefinite article; a, an), DN (demonstratives;  this, these, those,
that), and  DQ  (quantifying determiner; some, any, few, little, many, both,
every, etc.). Since determiner ordering sequence is not within the scope of
this paper, only the forms of first determiner in 2DT and 3DT are reported.
This  is  because  the  combined  frequency  scores  of  2DT  and  3DT  are
insignificant when compared to 1DT. Recall  that  2DT and 3DT include
instances when cardinals and possessives (not classified as determiner by
Penn  Tree  tag  sets,  thereby  requiring  independent  tagset  for  its
extraction) are combined with those identified above. For clarification, the
two men  and  a few of my favorite are coded as having two-worded (2DT)
determiners (the + two) and three- worded (3DT) determiners (a + few +
my) respectively. We expanded DQ to include a wider list of determiners,
which results from lose definition as determiner used preceding noun in
such a way that it is intended to quantify or specify number or amount for
the identification of referent in the noun phrase. A sample list of what
constitutes this category is provided in the appendix page.

Also,  an  analytical  regrouping  of  the  texts  is  carried  out.  The
written  category,  which  consists  of  17  sub-registers,  is  subsequently
categorised into six related groupings; (1) academic (2) popular (3) media
(4) administrative (5) student, and (6) casual. The academic grouping
retains the actual four academic journal article in humanities, technical,
social science, and natural sciences. Popular grouping adds novel to the
corpus’s four sub-texts of popular humanities, popular natural sciences,
popular  social  science,  and  popular  technical.  The  media  grouping
consists of editorial and reportage sub-texts, while administrative consist
of  business  letters  and  administrative.  Student  grouping consists of
student essays and exams, while casual consists of social letters and skills
and hobbies. Table 1shows resultant frequency scores from each textual
grouping.
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Table 1. Written register regrouping and NP frequency distribution per
subtexts

Word-
length

No of 
text

Text type
Frequenc
y
(NP) 

Percentage 

% (NP)

80, 045 44 Academic 9, 167 11.45

60, 086 97 Media 7, 371 12.27

40, 208 66 Student 4, 990 12.41

50, 148 73 Casual 4, 105 8.19

120, 175 107 Popular 12, 557 10.45

50, 134 123 Administratio
n

5, 740 11.45

400, 796 510 43, 
930

10.96

In the spoken category, which consists of 15 subtexts, a regrouping is
achieved applying revised Joos (1961)’s grouping of formal/advanced,
intermediate/less formal, and casual/intimate. Formal  category
consists of broadcast interviews, talks, discussion, and news and cross
examinations.  Intermediate (less formal yet not casual) category
consists of parliamentary debates, non-broadcast talks, commentaries,
class lessons, business transactions, and unscripted speeches, while the
last  casual  (or  intimate)  category  includes  demonstrations,
conversation, and phone calls. Table 2shows resultant frequency scores
from each textual grouping.

Table 2. Spoken register regrouping and NP frequency distribution per
subtexts

Word-
length

No of text Text type
Frequency
(NP) 
scores

Percentage
% (NP)

182.667 143 Advanced 19,446 11

204.912 161 Intermediate 22,711 11

222.007 88 Basic 19,175 9

609.586 392 61,332 10
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4.1. Results: pattern of structural type 
In this section, results of frequency distribution of structural types in
written and spoken registers  are presented. Results comparing
distributions in the two registers are then presented, showing role of
register.

Table 3. written text types * structural type2

Text type Preferential frequencies of structure type Total

1DT 2DT 3DT

Academic

8858
(97%)

     8866.30

          306
(3%)

297.78

       3
(0%)
2.92

9167
(100%)

        7168 201         2

Media (97%)
     7129.22

(3%)
239.44

(0%)
2.35

7371
(100%)

4807 181         2

Student (96%)
4826.32

(4%)
162.09

(0%)
1.59

4990
 (100%)

        
 1Casual (96%)

     3970.35
(4%)

133.34
(0%)
1.31

4105
 (100%)

12138 415         4

Popular (97%)
   12145.10

(3%)
407.90

(0%)
4.00

12557
(100%)

5569 169        2

Administra
tion

(97%)
   5551.72

(3%)
186.46

(0%)
1.83

5740
 (100%)
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Total 42489
(97%)

1427
(3%)

14
(0%)

43930
(100%)

Text type and structural type are not related in that 1DT structural type 
occurs significantly higher than 2DT and/or 3DT. Also, this pattern 

occurs irrespective of text type (χ2 (10) = 14.6, p = .14).

Table 4. Spoken text types * structural type3

Text type
  Preferential frequencies of structure type

Total

1DT 2D
T

3DT

18513 90
3

30

Advanced       (95%)
  
18478.65

       (5%
)

   928.3

(0%)
39.0

0

19446
(100%)

21690 98
8

33

Intermediate (96%)
21581.23

      (4%)
 1084.2

3

(0%)
45.5

5

22711
(100%)

18078 10
37

60

Basic       (94%)
  
18221.13

      (5%)
   
915.42

(1%)
38.4

6

19175
(100%)

Total
      
58281
      (95%)

     2928
     (5%)

123
(0%)

61332
(100%)

Like in written register, text type and structural type are not related
in  that  1DT  structural  type  occurs significantly higher than 2DT

and/or 3DT. Also, this pattern occurs irrespective of text type (χ2 (4)
= 11.18, p = .0000). 
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Table 5. Comparison between spoken and written register and their 
frequencies of structural types

Register
Preferential frequencies of structure type

Total

1DT 2DT 3D
T42489 1427 14

Written (97%)
     
42055.31

(3%)
1817.51

(0
%)

         

43930
(100%)

58281 2928 12
Spoken (95%)

    58714.69
(5%)

2537.49
(0
%)

         

61332
(100%)

Total 10077
0

4355
(4%)

13
7

105262
(100%)

Register and structural type are not related in that 1DT structural type
occurs  in  about  the  same  proportion (97% versus 95%), and is
significantly higher than 2DT and/or 3DT.Additionally, this  pattern

occurs irrespective of register (χ2  (2) = 103.82, p = .0001).

4.3.  Results: Distribution of determiner forms
In this unit, the distribution of determiner forms leading to the scenarios
in results in section 6.1 is presented. Recall from method section, five
determiner forms are studied here. 

Table 6. Distribution of determiner among text types in written register

Text type
Frequency distribution of determiner forms

Total

Definite
article Inde

finite
Demon
strative

Inter
rogativ

e

Quan
tifier
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Academic

5848
   (64%)
 5597.02

1381
(15%)

1543.97

762
(8
%)

      

5
7
0
(

606
(7%)
735.9

9

9167
(100%)

Media

5108
   (69%)
 4500.45

996
(14%)

1241.48

458
(6
%)

      

3
3
8
(

471
(6%)
591.7

9

7371
(100%)

Student

2985
   (60%)
 3046.71

807
(16%)
840.45

525
(11
%)

      

3
6
0
(

313
(6%)
400.6

3

4990
(100%)

Casual

2082
   (51%)
 2506.97

888
(22%)
691.56

431
(11
%)

      

2
2
8
(

477
(12%)
329.6

6

4106
(100%)

Popular

7127
   (57%)
 7666.22

2515
(20%)

2114.77

986
(8
%)

    
1034.9

8
0
1
(
6

1127
(9%)

1008.08

12556
(100%)

Administration

3672
   (64%)
 3504.63

812
(14%)
966.77

459
(8
%)

      
473.13

2
6
4
(
5

533
(9%)
460.8

5

5740
(100%)

Total 26822
(61%)

7399
(17%)

362
1
(8

2
5
6

3527
(8%)

43930
(100%)

Text type and determiner forms are not related in that definite article

occurs frequently in all of the text types, (χ2 (20) = 37.52, p = .0000). The
likelihood to achieve definiteness is between use of definite article and
demonstrative, which, from the table, shows that definiteness is more
likely to be achieved with definite article than with demonstratives (88%

versus 12% respectively)4, (χ2  (5)= 34.57, p = .0000). Also, likelihood of
definiteness  or  indefiniteness  is  tested,  and,  as  the  table  shows,
determiner form is thrice likely to be definite than to be indefinite (69%

versus 21% respectively)5, (χ2  (5) = 89.10, p = .0000)
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Table 7. Distribution of determiner among text types in spoken register

Text type
Frequency distribution of determiner forms

Total

Definite
article Inde

finite
Demon
strative

Inter
rogative

Quan
tifier

Advanced

10295
    (53%)

9247.73

2799
(14%)

 3127.18

3494
(18%)

    3613.86

1034
(5%)

   1176.93

1824
(9%)

  
2280.30

19446
(100%)

Intermediat
e

11057
(49 %)

10800.43

3941
(17%)

 3652.23

4031
(18%)

    4220.63

1452
(6%)

   
1374.54

2230
(10%)

  
2663.17

22711
(100%)

Basic

7815
    (41%)

9118.85

3123
(16%)

 3083.59

3873
(20%)

    3563.50

1226
(6%)

   1160.53

3138
(16%)

  
2248.53

19175
(100%)

Total 29167
   (48%)

9863
(16%)

11398
(16%)

3712
(6%)

7192
(12%)

61332
(100%)

Like in the written register, text type and determiner forms are also
not related. Across  all  text  types, definite article is extremely more

likely to occur than any other determiner (χ2 (8) = 118.41, p = .0000).
Also, the likelihood to achieve definiteness, which is between use of
definite article and demonstrative, is, according to table 6, that 

definiteness is more likely to be achieved   with definite article than

with demonstrative (71% versus 29% respectively)6, (χ2    (2) = 106.54,
p   =0000).Furthermore, likelihood of definiteness or indefiniteness is
tested, and, as the table shows, determiner form is thrice likely to be

definite than to be indefinite (66% versus 34% respectively)7, (χ2  (2) =
214.31, p = .0000).
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Table 8. Comparison of distribution of determiner forms in spoken and 
written register

Register
           Frequency distribution of determiner forms

Total

Definite 
article Indefinite Demon

strative
Inter

rogative
Quantifie
r

Spoken

29167
(48%)

32622.57

9863
(16%)

10057.88

11398
(19%)

8750.9
8

3712
(6%)

3655.03

7192
(12%)

6245.54

61332
(100%)

Written

26822
(61%)

23366.43

7399
(17%)

7204.12

     
3621
     
(8%)
6268.0

2561
(6%)

2617.97

3527
(8%)

   
4473.46

43930
(100%)

Total 55989
(53%)

17262
(16%)

1501
9

(14%)

    6273
(6%)

10719
(11%)

105262
(100%)

As can be seen from the table, occurrence of determiner forms are not
related with whether language output is produced in spoken or written
texts.  Specifically,  definite  article  is  likely  to  occur  in  the  same

proportion in both spoken and written texts (χ2 (4) = 787.61, p = .0000).
Also,  the likelihood to achieve definiteness (definite article versus
demonstrative) is four times likely to be achieved with definite article

than with demonstrative (79% versus 21%), (χ2   (1) = 2738.00, p= .
0000).Additionally, the likelihood of  definiteness  or  indefiniteness  is
tested, and, as the table shows, determiner form is thrice likely to be

definite than to be indefinite (67% versus 33% respectively)8, (χ2  (1) =
116.35, p = .0000).
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5.  DISCUSSION

As Tables 3 and 4 show, there is high frequency for one-word ordering
determination pattern, which simultaneously results into low frequency
for two and three worded orders. This pattern is unaffected by text type
or  proficiency  level,  register,  and  determiner  form. Additionally, it  is
found that this specific one-word pattern arises from overuse of definite
article in syntactic solitary position (syntactic scenario in which multiple
use  of  determiner  is  possible).  Given  that  studied  factors  have  been
shown contributing to exhibition and inhibition of  structural  patterns
(Sharma 2005, Mukerhejee & Gries 2009), it therefore suggests that our
results reflect strong manifestations of cross linguistic influences. Thus,
the local influencing languages may not only As Tables 3 and 4 show,
there  is  high  frequency for  one-word  ordering determination pattern,
which simultaneously results into low frequency for two and three
worded orders. This pattern is  unaffected  by  text  type  or  proficiency
level, register, and determiner form. Additionally, it  is  found that this
specific one-word pattern arises from overuse of definite article in
syntactic solitary position (syntactic scenario in which multiple use of
determiner  is  possible).  Given  that  studied  factors  have  been  shown
contributing to exhibition and inhibition of structural patterns (Sharma
2005, Mukerhejee & Gries 2009), it therefore suggests that our results
reflect  strong  manifestations  of  cross  linguistic  influences. Thus,  the
local  influencing  languages  may  not only  be  operating  syntactically
different  determiner  systems  from that  of  English, but  also  imposing
such subsystem on users, irrespective of internal or external linguistic
factors.

The  results  also  shed  light  on  the  correlation  between
sociohistorical status and manifestation of peculiarities. Given Kachru’s
model as a predictor of manifestation of peculiarities, then Nigerian
English,  an  Outer  Variety,  is  expected  to  somewhat  reflect  closer
proximity to Inner English, in this case its lexifier British English, than
any Expanding Variety would reflect. However, this seems not to be the
case. Although the result corrobates the simpler structure hypothesis
(Schmied 1991, Mesthrie & Bhatt 2008, Housen & Kuiken 2009), it did
not meet our expectation of Outer circle varieties being more complex
and variable than Expanding circles, such that it can be argued to be
oversimplification  of  structural  variability  and  complexity.  In  order
words,  such  pattern  reflects  Expanding  variety  in  that  its  structural
pattern could not be much simpler than what we found. Therefore, given 
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its  sociohistorical  status,  the  resultant  patterns  reflect  a
surprisingly  too  simple and predictable structural pattern
unrepresentative of Outer circle variety.

Furthermore, the pattern is unaffected by proficiency or text type in
that advanced, intermediate, and basic writers/speakers of different text
types exhibit same preference for one-word ordering. Sharma (2005) has
found  positive  relationship  between  proficiency  levels  and  agreement
among speakers of Indian English in the US, which is unsupported by our
findings. The  negative  relationship in our data reaffirms Gut (2011)’s
claim that multilingual users are bound to manifest  certain specific
structural pattern even after high proficiency. Similarly, the effect of
register is not found. Same structural pattern follows whether output is
in spoken and written texts. The influence of register has been widely
shown in the literature (Bybee 2003, 2006, Rosenbach 2015). However,
our finding shows such influence may be netrualised by another factor.
For  instance,  effect of cognition on processing complexity has been
shown (Hawkins 1994, 2004, Housen et al 2009) exerting strong influence
on  interlanguage  production.  Thus,  pressure  on  cognitive  processes
become evident in interlanguage production, and may have neutralized
role playing of register, leading to little effect of register in this case.
Nevertheless,  the  tradeoff  or  functional  compensation hypothesis
(Hochberg 1986a,) implies that such oversimplified determiner structural
pattern might be compensated for in another grammatical category of
the variety. That suggests that more variable structural types and relative
complexity might be operating the adjective phrase, which is for future
research.

The relatively stable distribution of definite article suggests a
possibly overuse of this determiner form, which disagrees with Schmied’s
underuse hypothesis. Our results, however, correlate with Huber (1999),
Master (1987) and Ionin (2003) who have reported overuse of definite
article in the language  of  second/third  learners  of  English  in  similar
multilingual settings. Although only the student texts in our data could
directly compare with L2 users, the evidence of correlation is still visible
in other texts and proficiency levels tested. Also, Saunders (1999) has
argued that not only are advanced users of English from multilingual
background likely to overuse definite article, they  are  also  likely  to
overuse proper noun. Relying on Saunders (1999) and Gut (2011)’s claim
that  manifestation  of  peculiarities  may  not  be  completely  inhibit  by
proficiency, our findings, then could well  be interpreted within Huber,
Master, and Ionin’s overuse hypothesis, unvalidating Schmied’s 
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underuse hypothesis. Additionally, the fact that demonstratives,
which can as well function as definiteness, are used infrequently for this
purpose implies that its function as definiteness is rarely activated. That
then suggests a possible scenario of underuse od demonstrative at the
expense of definite article.

6.  CONCLUSION

The paper has shown that determiner structure in Nigerian English is
more likely to be ordered in one-word form than in two or three word
structures  (97%  versus  3%),  irrespective  of  certain  factors.  It  is  also
shown that this specific pattern is likely to manifest irrespective of text
types, proficiency levels of users, register, and determiner category/form.
Conversely,  this  simultaneously  shows  that  two  or  three  worded
determination is unlikely to occur with definite article, demonstratives,
indefinite article, and quantifiers, all of four determiner categories
tested. Given such strong preferential  pattern irrespective of  variables
given,  we  can  then  conclude  that  cognitive  processes  engaged  with
construction  of  determination  in  Nigerian  English  strongly  reflect
influences of cross linguistic phenomena from local languages operating
syntactically  unique  determiner  system  from  that  of  English.  This
scenario might change given different variables from those tested here. 

Additionally, the found structural pattern reveals two further scenarios;
overuse of definite article at the expense of demonstratives being rarely
used to achieve definiteness, and that definite article is more likely to be
used in syntactic solitary position than to  be  combined  with  other
determiner, even when syntactic positioning offers such complexity and
variability.  Overall,  we  have  provided  insights  into  structure  of
determiner  system  operating  Nigerian  English,  which,  given  its
sociohistorical status, is unexpectedly oversimplified. The implication is,
therefore that identifying referent in such noun phrase may require more
contextual clues, as it is with influencing indigenous languages, which
rely on situational and contextual clues for the same purpose.

ENDNOTES

1 This refers to a noun phrase which has a determiner preceding either 
adjective or noun head of the phrase.
2 Accordingly, values in the table follow this order: observed frequency 
scores, their percentages, and expected frequency scores
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3As previously stated, values in the table follows this order: observed 
frequency scores, their percentages, and expected frequency scores.
4 In this case, we conducted a chi square test comparing observed 
frequencies of definite article versus demonstrative, which gives resultant 
statistic result.

5Here,  a  statistic  test  is  conducted  on  the  sum  of  the  observed
frequencies in definite article and demonstrative, taken as definiteness
here,  and  sum  of  the  observed  frequencies  of  indefinite  article,
interrogative, and quantifier, taken as indefiniteness here. The same
procedure  is  used  for  spoken  distribution  in  table  6.The  resultant
statistic results are reported accordingly.

6  In  this  case,  we  conducted  a  chi  square  test  comparing  observed
frequencies of definite article versus demonstrative,

which gives resultant statistic result.
7Same as in the earlier procedure5Here, a statistic test is conducted on
the  sum  of  the  observed  frequencies  in  definite  article  and
demonstrative, taken as definiteness here, and sum of the observed
frequencies of indefinite article, interrogative, and quantifier, taken as
indefiniteness  here.  The  same  procedure  is  used  for  spoken
distribution  in  table  6.The  resultant  statistic  results  are  reported
accordingly.

6  In  this  case,  we  conducted  a  chi  square  test  comparing  observed
frequencies of definite article versus demonstrative,

which gives resultant statistic result.
7Same as in the earlier procedure.

8  In this case, a statistic test is conducted on the sum  of  the observed
frequencies in definite article  and demonstrative, taken as definiteness
here,  and  sum  of  the  observed  frequencies  of  indefinite  article,
interrogative,  and  quantifier,  taken  as  indefiniteness  here.  The  same
procedure is used for spoken distribution in table 6.The resultant statistic
results are reported accordingly
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